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Transitional Leadership:
From ‘Average’ to ‘Excellent’

AWI Standards
Development Progress

your company is positioned like everyone else, then
by definition you are average. Without a clear, unique
value proposition that is aligned and supported organizationally, your firm is no different than a typical AWI woodworker. Average is an easy and settled position.

The Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) is
currently creating a new suite of standards for
custom architectural woodwork. The creation of
the new AWI Standards suite is expected to continue for the next two years and will define and
address each aspect of the architectural woodwork industry. AWI has adopted and numerically
aligned each woodwork standard to CSI's 2016
MasterFormat® numbering system.

If

Transition
Do you desire to move your company from average to excellent?
How do you transition and transform your company to something
beyond the status quo? And how can you make it stick for the longterm? Few corporate
change efforts succeed.
Some are actually detrimental and caustic to an
organization. We all have
been part of change efforts that have failed – we
have firsthand experience
with what doesn’t work.
Come to the AWI Spring
Leadership Conference
and learn how to transform your company and
make change stick!

Come to the
AWI Spring
Leadership
Conference

and learn
how to
transform

your
company
and make
change stick!

Transformation
Marc Sanderson's
Opening Keynote will
speak to the process of
transformation. Successful
transformation is neither magic nor luck. Successful change can be
messy and thus appear chaotic. Nevertheless, there is an underlying
rubric to transformation. The techniques and methods of moving an
organization from point A to point B can be learned. There is a proven
continued on page 2

Current Reference
While the Architectural Woodwork Standards
(AWS), Edition 2 (2014) remains AWI's current
and recognized woodwork reference, interim
specification language recommended by AWI is
as follows: "All work in this section shall comply
with AWI's published standards (latest edition)
continued on page 3
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New AWI
Members
AWI NEWS
MANUFACTURERS
Al Drees Industrial & Trading
Company (ALITCO)
Riaydh, Saudi Arabia
Al Kuhaimi Wood Industries
Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Asmar Custom Cabinets, Inc.
Dallas, TX
Custom Counter &
Display, LLC
Chattanooga, TN
Knot Yet Cabinet Works, Inc.
Rock Hill, SC
Metro Woodcrafter of NC, Inc.
Charlotte, NC
New Style Cabinets
Chicago, IL
Newood Display Fixture
Manufacturing Company
Eugene, OR

SUPPLIERS
AdvancedDimensions.com
(Dirig Design, Inc.)
Unadilla, NY
Fry Reglet
Santa Fe Springs, CA
New Earth Wood Company
Green Bay, WI
Precision Drive Systems, LLC
Bessemer City, NC
Note: These new members joined
AWI in January 2017.
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Transitional Leadership... (cont. from page 1)

The organization’s leader must be
the first to change and lead the firm
– the leader must get in front of the
change effort, not behind it.
methodology for successful transformation and Marc will present the process.
In addition to his learning and study at the Harvard Business School, Marc will
provide experiential examples – both good and bad – from his 20 years at Wilkie
Sanderson. Success and the effectiveness of transformation can be measured. Marc
will share metrics and data from Wilkie Sanderson to document their transformation.

LEARNING FORUM

First Step
The first step begins at the top with
the leader. Have you ever seen an organization outpace
its leader? The organization’s leader must be the first to
change and lead the firm – the leader must get in front of
the change effort, not behind it.
Come to the AWI Spring Leadership Conference and take
that first step on April 23 at the Opening Keynote presentation. Make an investment in yourself. Use this as an opportunity to sharpen your personal abilities and learn the process
of transformation.

Spring Conference
The Opening Keynote address will be interactive and Marc will use technology to
solicit real-time feedback and participation from those in attendance. Don’t miss
this session to kick off a successful learning experience over two days with industry peers and outside specialists. Register at www.awinet.org. z
Marc Sanderson is President of the Wilkie Sanderson company which began operations in 1997
after Walter Wilkie and Marc purchased a woodwork firm that was founded in 1975. Marc has been
a frequent education session presenter at AWI seminars, particularly on the Cost of Doing Business
Survey, as well as workshops and conventions for many years.

BUSINESS TOOLS

2018 CODBS Opens April 9
The 2018 annual AWI Cost of Doing Business Survey (CODBS) will open
April 9. Get ready to participate.
The results assist participating AWI Manufacturing Members in keeping their
business on course for optimal profit margins. The AWI CODB Report provides
benchmarks for:
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The Architectural Woodwork Institute
AWI Standards ... (cont. from page 1)

for grades of architectural woodwork indicated for construction, finishes, installation, and other requirements."
First Standard
In Quarter 1, 2018, AWI will be vetting its first Standard, the
new AWI 0620 Finish Carpentry/Installation Standard
through a balanced industry canvass group in adherence to
AWI's approved ANSI process. Following the canvass and
balloting process, AWI
STANDARDS
will undergo an initial
compliance audit
administered by ANSI. Later in 2018, the AWI 0620 Finish
Carpentry/Installation Standard is expected to be released
and ready for and use by design professionals and specifiers
in planning upcoming projects.
Second Standard
AWI’s National Testing Center (NTC) in Americus, GA has
completed extensive testing of base and wall cabinet joinery methods and various materials to ascertain integrity and
functionality performance outcomes in support of the new
AWI 0641 – Architectural Wood Casework Standard's development. In the coming months, the NTC will be conducting
tests on various other drawer materials and joinery methods. Additionally, the NTC will be testing load capacity and
span deflection values of different shelf materials common
to architectural casework.
Casework Performance
In the near term, AWI's Technical Committee is analyzing
test data outcomes to establish various casework performance duty levels. Each casework performance duty level
is intended to provide specifiers and design professionals
with options for selecting the appropriate casework relative
to that product's intended use, its installed application, and
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function over time. Options and choices for the product's
desired aesthetic qualities are defined and specified as premium, custom, and economy grade. These grades determine
a product's appearance and the permissible manufacturing
tolerances within each of the three aesthetic grades.
Multiple Platforms
The new AWI Standards are being developed for accessibility in multiple digital, mobile, and desktop platforms.
A simplified numeric format outlines the new standard's
content while information is straightforward in presentation and easy to reference.
While AWI is changing the woodwork industry, the
association remains at your service to provide technical assistance and support of the AWS, Edition 2 (2014).

While AWI is changing the
woodwork industry, the association
remains at your service to provide
technical assistance and support of
the AWS, Edition 2.
For technical assistance or more information about this
topic, including participation in the review process, please
contact Ashley Goodin at 229-389-2543 or by e-mail at
agoodin@awinet.org. z
The Architectural Woodwork Institute has produced and collaborated on the development of
standards in accordance with its mission from
its founding in 1953 to the present day.
Founded in 1918, the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) is a private nonprofit organization that administers and
coordinates the U.S. voluntary standardization and conformity assessment system.

• Gauging performance vs.
industry peers to identify
strengths/weaknesses

• Controlling expenses
• Tracking industry trends
• Detecting early warnings of
financial difficulties

• Improving profits
• Planning cash flow
• Assessing overall company
productivity and efficiency
Don’t miss this opportunity
to receive full benefits of participation. The survey closes
May 25. z
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LEARNING FORUM

SPRING LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE OFFERS DYNAMIC

The

Keynote
Address on
Transitional
and Transformational Leadership
will set the stage for attendees to
examine their company’s existing
business practices which could benefit
from fresh ideas and contemporary
approaches in today’s challenging
business environment.

Plan to attend these Insight Sessions, April
23and 24 at the AWI Spring Leadership
Conference in Omaha, NE. Take a break
from the pressures of “business as usual”
and make an investment in your business
to “Close the Deal.” Registration is open
at www.awinet.org.
“Branding: Creating a Bold Narrative”
Insight Session 1 – April 23
Presenter: Brandee Johnson, Owner &
Founder, LimeLight Marketing

At the heart
of amazing
content is a
well-defined
and articulated
brand story. A
story that connects people
and instills in
them a feeling worth sharing. Your brand
is the cohesive collection of words,
phrases, and images that define who you
are and sets you apart from your competition. Effective brand development
enables you to tell bold stories.
Gain insights from Brandee Johnson
about how you articulate words that
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convey who you are, what you do, your
unique value proposition, and your
value pillars. Do you convey a bold
brand narrative? Are you writing, posting, tweeting and telling a consistent
and compelling story that attracts and
engages your customers? Learn about
the process of laying the foundation for
amazing growth-driven content.
LimeLight Marketing delivers custom marketing strategies that produce results out of its
headquarters in Pittsburg, KS. Founder Brandee
Johnson spent 15 years working for leading
brands in national and global corporations
where she applied her skills in operations and
sales and marketing.

“S elling Has Nothing to Do
with Selling”
Session II and Practicum – April 23
Session IV – April 24
Presenter: Richard Farrell, President,
Tangent Knowledge Systems

Most sales
organizations
are very good at
a game no longer
being played.
They have perfected the ability
to consistently
hit the target,
but it is the wrong target in today's new
economy. The way customers buy, select
suppliers, build relationships, and view
sales people has dramatically changed
with the Internet. Yet most sales organizations continue to sell as if they were in
a quaint Norman Rockwell painting.
In Session II, learn about alternative sales strategies for your sales team

that help minimize commoditization,
reduce long selling cycles, and decrease
rampant sales force inefficiencies. The
Practicum session will be a workshop
on prospecting for new business, delivered in an interactive format focusing
on tactics and answers to questions.
Session IV will focus on qualifying
prospects, defining their problems and
quantifying whether they have a compelling reason to change.
Richard Farrell is the president of Tangent
Knowledge Systems, an international sales
training and development firm based in
Chicago. He has been featured on PBS, NBC,
The Wall Street Journal, Businessweek, and
INC, and has an upcoming book, Selling Has
Nothing to Do with Selling. He regularly speaks
nationally and internationally at conferences
and conventions.

“A Look Inside AWI Standards
Development”
Insight Session III – April 24
Presenter: Ashley Goodin, Technical
Director, AWI

This interactive
Q&A session
with attendees regarding
AWI Standards
development
will center
around three
topics: 1) The
standards development process — how,
when, and why the AWI Standards are
being developed; 2) Structural performance measures — a look into the AWI
National Testing Center and what we
are learning; and 3) Aesthetic measures

The Architectural Woodwork Institute
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INSIGHT SESSIONS

Take a break from
the pressures
of “business as
usual” and make
an investment in
your business to
“CLOSE THE DEAL.”
— how the tolerances are being reviewed
and standardized.
Gain a deeper understanding of the
AWI Standards development process
and discover the time line moving
forward. Find out how casework testing
data is shaping the final draft Standard
under development. Get your questions
answered as you prepare for the impact
of the next generation of woodwork standards on your projects. z
AWI’s Technical Director Ashley Goodin has
served since 2013 as staff liaison to the AWI
Technical Committee that is currently developing the next generation of AWI / ANSI
architectural woodwork standards. Previously
associated with the AWI Quality Certification
Corporation as its QCP Inspections Manager,
Ashley has conducted webinars and made
presentations about architectural woodwork
standards for many years.
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Thought-Provoking Session
Closes Spring Conference
The final day of the AWI Spring Leadership
Conference, April 22-24, in Omaha, NE, will end with
a closing keynote address on “Maximum Production
– Getting the Most Out of Your Facility” delivered
by Erik Fetzer of Fetzer Architectural Woodwork.
Erik asks, “What does it take to really get the most
out of your facility? How much revenue can you potentially realize from your size of facility?”
With Erik attendees will explore the lean manufacturing principles of flow, pull and value add, and how
these principles guide everything you do to maximize production.
Learn key tips to establishing and maintaining flow in all of your processes
and how to set appropriate queue sizes to reduce waiting times. Also discover the
magic of the learning curve, how to calculate and set expectations that translate
into an attainable task that stabilizes and linearizes flow. Leave the conference
with new insights for improving flow in your company’s value streams. Save
time, improve response time, reduce costs and realize a good return on your investment. Get the most out of your facility!
Don’t miss this closing keynote session which will follow a tour of a local attraction. All will gather for this final session back at The Embassy Suite Omaha
– Downtown Old Market Hotel. z
Erik Fetzer, Chief Technical Officer of Fetzer Architectural Woodwork, is currently a member
of the AWI Board of Directors. He has been a presenter and speaker on Technology and Lean
Manufacturing in our woodworking industry at AWI national conventions, the AWFS® Fair,
and the IWF industry show.

ATTENDEES WILL EXPLORE
THE LEAN MANUFACTURING
PRINCIPLES OF FLOW, PULL
AND VALUE ADD, AND HOW
THESE PRINCIPLES GUIDE
EVERYTHING YOU DO TO
MAXIMIZE PRODUCTION.
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AWI Promotes Woodwork Careers
At PSU Wood Tech Company Day

A

rmed with information and a
desire to promote architectural woodwork as an exciting
career path, AWI joined 30 companies
that participated in the 11th Annual
Wood Tech Company Day hosted by
the Pittsburg State University (Kansas)
Wood Technology Program, February
22-23 at the university’s Kansas
Technology Center.

WORKFORCE
The annual event which focuses on
careers in the wood industry attracted
approximately 60 students and 31
woodwork organizations who participated to either promote the wood
industry in general and/or compete
for potential apprentices in their
plants. “Every student expecting to
secure an internship had an opportunity,” said PSU Assistant Professor,
Technology and Workforce Learning,
Charlie Phillips.

AWI Support
AWI Education Director Doug Hague
said, “Our purpose as a supporter was
to participate in a student information
session, support workforce development
initiatives, engage with AWI member
exhibitors, recruit non-member companies as members, and network with all
attendees and students.”
AWI was out in force for a presentation to the student body. Executive
VP Phil Duvic, Chief Member Services
Officer Cassey Gibson, Technical
Director Ashley Goodin, and Doug
Hague each spoke about their responsibilities within the association and the
benefits AWI offers to its members and
the architectural woodwork industry.
AWI’s tabletop exhibit enabled staff
to have one-on-one conversations with
students as well as connect and network with member participants and
other attendees. On the second day
of the event, supporters met not only

with PSU students, but also local High
School teachers and potential students
at PSU.
AWI Members at PSU
Supporters from across the country
included: Adams Group, Bearwood
Concepts, Inc., Cohen Architectural
Woodworking, EGR Incorporated,
Glenn Rieder, Inc., Hollywood
Woodwork, Indiana Architectural
Plywood, Master WoodCraft,
Mortensen Woodwork, Inc., RCS
Millwork, L.C., SCM Woodworking
Technology, Stiles Machinery, Inc., and
Wood Systems, Inc.
Company representatives met with
students at their tabletop exhibits.
Students distributed their resumes,
obtained information on sponsor
companies, and engaged in casual
dialog leading to individual oneon-one interview appointments.
Following the interview period,
Continued on page 8

AWI's Doug Hague speaks to PSU
students on February 22.

2018 AWI Sponsors

Founding Sponsor

Sustaining Sponsors

Level 2 Sponsor

AWI thanks these annual sponsors for their additional support of AWI which helps to fund the association’s programs, publications and other services for members. AWI
Manufacturing Members are encouraged to connect with
these suppliers anytime at www.awinet.org whenever a need
arises for their services.
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PITT STATE (KANSAS) WOOD
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Photo courtesy of Omaha Convention & Visitors Bureau

At Pittsburg State University, the Wood
Technology Program is one of the top wood
processing programs in the United States.
Students selecting the Two-Year Associate
of Applied Science degree in Wood
Technology major may choose between
either a specialization in Wood Product
Manufacturing or Technical Teacher Training.
The degree provides graduates with technical information and skills for working in these
industries.
Omaha Skyline from Heartland of America Park

STATE-OF-ART PROGRAM

“A graduate of their program enters the
workforce armed with the skills and aptitude
to accomplish almost any job position in the
custom woodwork industry. After speaking
with a number of students it was apparent
that these young adults are bright, motivated
and well informed individuals who are the industry’s next generation of super stars,” AWI’s
Executive VP Philip Duvic said.

PSU, ACTIVE IN INDUSTRY
PSU is a member of the 2017 AWI Chapter of
the Year – Heart of America – which supports
the Wood Technology Program with a scholarship each year. PSU is also an EDUcation™
Member of the Woodwork Career Alliance.
For more details about PSU technology programs, contact Professor Charlie Phillips at
cephillips@pittstate.edu. z

Level 3 Sponsors

More Good Reasons to Attend
AWI National events are known for the friendliness of the AWI community
of members, and the 2018 Spring Leadership Conference is no different.
Begin your insight journey into leadership learning on April 22 at a dinner
hosted by AWI.
The conference fee includes
LEARNING FORUM
two dinners, a Happy Hour,
and two lunches that present
ample opportunities for networking, discussing business, conversing about
speakers’ presentations, and more. Plus, there’s an area attraction tour.
For the first time, AWI is opening the Spring Leadership Conference to
student attendees to round out their education about operating a successful woodwork business. There is a separate fee of $99 for students, and AWI
members can help defray costs by sponsoring a student’s lodging fee. Your
generosity will support a student attending this comprehensive education
event and move them closer to becoming a talented member of our industry.
The AWI Spring Leadership Conference will be held at The Embassy
Suites Omaha – Downtown Old Market Hotel in Omaha, NE, home of the
world-famous Father Flanagan’s Boys Home.
And don’t miss Featured Presenter Chad Hennings, three-time Super
Bowl champion, who will speak about “Living Excellence: It Takes
Commitment.” AWI is Changing the Industry – Together We Can Close the
Deal! Register at www.awinet.org! z

Level 4 Sponsors

)

)

PSU’s Technology Center Wood Technology
Department is a state-of-the-art hands on
learning environment and nucleus of the
University’s four (4) year college level curriculum where approximately 40 students are
currently enrolled.
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AWI Promotes Woodwork... (cont. from page 6)

LEARNING FORUM

Photo courtesy of Jacob Anselmi, Director of Creative Media, PSU

The reality is simply this…the skilled
workforce shortage will not be solved by
sitting on the sideline and complaining.

Registration Open
for Three Regional
Seminars

AWI

chapters are
hosting AWI
Education
Outreach seminars again in 2018.
Registration is open for the regional programs listed below. For details about the
speakers, curricula and to register, visit
www.awinet.org and on the top menu bar,
click on “Education” to access “Regional
Seminars.” Register early – space is limited!

AWI member Cohen Architectural Woodwork representative greets students at
PSU's Wood Tech Day.

company representatives can extend
offers to students for either full time
employment or ten-week internships.
Students consider and weigh their offers and select the best fit and offer for a
prospective employer.

WORKFORCE

Opportunities / Responsibilities
“The event presents company supporters with an excellent opportunity
to compete for interns. An internship is required for the degree in Wood
Technology, offering students a hands-on opportunity to work at a wood
industry company,” Charlie said.
“As evidenced in the outcomes and success of the PSU Wood Tech event,
it clearly demonstrates that woodwork manufacturing companies who actively engage to recruit new future employees do not have the shortage of
trained personnel as often as we hear within industry circles. Perhaps those
who complain about the lack of trained personnel do little to actively seek and
attract the type of employees that they claim to desperately need,” Philip said.
“PSU Wood Tech Day is just one of several avenues that manufactures can
pursue in search of tomorrow’s workforce. This begs the question to those
who have a shortage of skilled workers, ‘What have you done to prepare,
engage and recruit tomorrow’s workforce at your company?’ The reality is
simply this…the skilled workforce shortage will not be solved by sitting on the
sideline and complaining; however, if each employer takes personal responsibility and action for a solution, then miraculous things begin to happen!” z
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Financial Management Seminar
April 6
Host: AWI Washington Chapter

Advanced Estimating Seminar
April 12-13
Host: AWI Chicago Chapter

Project Management Seminar
May 10-11
Host: AWI New England Chapter

The Architectural Woodwork Institute
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